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FUNDAMENTALS
OF 

ANIMAL TRAINING 
Stuck in a behavior jam with your bird?
ABC's not cutting it? Let's take a look at
why you're not getting the most out of
your training sessions and achieve the
relationship you want with the birds in

your care! 



INSTRUCTOR
AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL

HILLARY HANKEY
Bird Behavior Expert 

A bird behavior and training expert with over 20 years in the
professional world, Hillary has trained birds of more than thirty species
for education, conservation, and, in some of the toughest areas: right
in people's living rooms. She teaches the science of behavior in the

most palatable way to help others understand the how's and why's of 
 squawks, screams, flights, footings, bites, bates, bluffs, and so much

more.  
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WHAT WE
PROMISE IN

THIS COURSE
The fundamentals of animal training course
is more than just a basics training. We go
through everything from the anatomy of 
 behavior to how this is applied IRL. We show
you how to use training the very next time
you see your bird. Literally, you can apply it
right away. We promise you fundamental
mindset shifts that make a huge difference
in the  outcome and success of your
behavior. 

A V I A N  B E H A V I O R  L A B



Your philosophy of sharing
knowledge and supporting

others in the industry, no matter
what their circumstances are, is
the main reason I was so excited
to learn from you. To know that I

can ask a question without
judgment or shut down is very

powerful, especially for
someone like me who has been

doing this for 20+ years but
hasn’t always had access to all
things new and innovative in

training.
-

Melissa Hill

"
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What is one behavior your bird
does that you wish you could
solve? 

What have been your road blocks
to learning more about bird
behavior? 

Training with positive
reinforcement means to you
that...

If understanding more about training
could fix one thing for you right this
moment, what would it be?

Type Your Answer Here

Type Your Answer Here

Type Your Answer Here

Type Your Answer Here

Question 1

Question 3

Question 2

Question 4

WHAT DOES TRAINING
MEAN TO YOU?

AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL
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Build lasting relationships
and tight bonds with the
animals in your care 

Be able to understand and
communicate effectively with
your animals

Assess your animals body
language before a behavior
occurs and respond to that
body language accordingly 

Prevent and solve behavioral
problems like screaming and
biting with the use of the
tools learned in this course 

Provide an effective feedback
loop with your animal to
ensure a stress free
environment. 

Be able to apply the tools
learned to train a multitude
of behaviors to both benefit
your animals but also help
you gain skills  

Type Your Answer Here

NOTES:

In this course you will achieve the following skills  

TRAINING FUNDAMENTAL
CHECKLIST

AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL 
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Sometimes training itself can
actually lead to more fear
responses. How is this? Any
training process needs to address
and assess what level of fear the
bird has. 

FEAR RESPONSES

A crucial part of the Avian Behavior
International ethos: is how to
maintain consistent communication
with the birds in our care. This
means training occurs inside and
outside a training session, and that
is a training fundamental!

CONSISTENCY WITH
COMMUNICATION

We set up our environment and
look at our own actions so that
each interaction that we engage
in has the animal in a neutral,
calm or curious state.

SETTING YOUR ANIMAL
UP FOR SUCCESS

Focusing on the mechanics of how
our bodies and movements
influence those around us is all
about how the mechanics form a
necessary training foundation. 

MECHANICS OF TRAINING

When it comes to motivation, this
could look like many things. It
takes some detective work to
analyze the data in front of you in
the most objective way possible.

MOTIVATION
If you feel stuck on a behavior
without seeing any progression,
there are a number of things to look
at. It’s always helpful to keep that
very clear picture of what we want
success to look like.

HOW TO MOVE FORWARD

A massive open online course is an online course aimed at unlimited
participation and open access via the Web. In addition to traditional

course materials, such as filmed lectures, readings, and problem sets.

KEY COMPONENTS
OF TRAINING

AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Does your animal move away when you
approach? 

Does your animal move towards you when you
approach?

Have you trained your bird to gain skills like
problem solving, independent play, positive
coping mechanisms?

Do you want to be able to step up your bird
without them biting?

Have you learned how to respond to bird body
language that switches the bird's state from
nervous to calm? 

Are you able to offer your bird food from your
hands? 

Have you trained any other behaviors before? 

Can you take care of your bird's home space
without envoking any fear or avoidance? 

YES NO

ASSESSMENT
AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL
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1 2When you are in your animals presence, what does your
animals body language look like? 

When you offer your animal a treat, how do they
respond? 

Fluffy feathers

Relaxed/neutral feathers

Slicked back feathers

They move away from you 

Eye pinning

Whale eyes

Sleepy eyes

Neutral eyes

They take the treat nicely

Normal/relaxed posture

Leaning away posture

Lunging posture

They lunge at your approaching hand

They bite you

Take this survey to see exactly where you and your animal are at in
terms of relationship and where you would like to go in terms of training

goals. 

TRAINING SURVEY
AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL 
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Looking at the bird in front of you

3 Are you able to understand and respond accordingly to
the different body language cues your animal gives to
you?

They take the treat nicely

They lunge at your approaching hand

They bite you

Other



1

2

When you are in your animals presence, what does your
animals body language look like? 

When you offer your animal a treat, how do they
respond? 

Fluffy feathers

Relaxed/neutral feathers

Slicked back feathers

They move away from you 

Eye pinning

Whale eyes

Sleepy eyes

Neutral eyes

They take the treat nicely

Normal/relaxed posture

Leaning away posture

Lunging posture

They lunge at your approaching hand

They bite you

 

TRAINING SURVEY
AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL 
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Looking at the bird in front of you Goal Setting
1 What are your goals with your bird? It can be long term

goals, short term goals, any goals!
Be able to service your bird without evoking
any fear or avoidance responses 

Step up your bird without them biting

Create a long lasting, positive bond with your
bird

Other:

All of the above

Staying Consistent



T H E  F U N D A M E N T A L S  O F
A N I M A L  T R A I N I N G

S I G N  U P

If you want to fix what is holding you back from successfully training
your bird, be sure to check out the “Fundamentals of training Course!

SIGN UP AND LEARN
EVEN MORE!

AVIAN BEHAVIOR INTERNATIONAL
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https://vimeo.com/ondemand/animaltrainfundamental


THANK
YOU!

AV IANBEHAV IORLAB . COM
AV IAN -BEHAV IOR .ORG

We know that this checklist brings massive value to shaping
your mindset to helping you look at behavior and training in

new ways. We want you to invest yourself and your bird's
success, and you have started that process with this workbook!

Way to go!  You are already showing that understanding the
fundamentals of animal training mean  a lot to you!  Don't stop

now, you are doing amazing work! 
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https://avianbehaviorlab.com
https://avian-behavior.org
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